Recently, people pay attention to a life style of Ainu people who live in Hokkaido and north Asia area as indigenous people. Chise is a traditional house for them. They are made of just local materials such as wood and cogon grasses.
In this report, we made two different types of Chise and measure the thermal environments and the skin temperature of the research participants in severe cold weather. The results indicate thermal environment in each Chise is very poor (Toichise is better than Chise). They probably had some method except housing to get warm in cold environment. 
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Plan of Toichise Section of Chise Section of Toichise In this report, we made two different types of Chise and measure the thermal environments in severe cold weather. The results indicate thermal environment in each Chise is very poor. But Toichise is better than Chise. They probably had some method except housing to get warm in cold environment.
Construction of Chise
In this research, two different types of Chise were constructed. The One is Chise, stilt house. Chise is the general type of traditional house for Ainu people in Hokkaido. The other is Toichise, pit-house. Toichise was lost until the latter part of Edo period in Hokkaido. Although, some literature and pictures of Toichise in Kasrafuto area can be found. We constructed Chise in 2011 and make retrofit for cold climate in 2012 by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (KAKENHI). Also, we constructed Toichise in 2013 by another Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (KAKENHI). The construction method for Chise followed historical material published by the Ainu museum. That for Toichise followed the material published by Akashi National College of Technology. We tried not to use modern materials and construction equipment, when we constructed Chises.
Measurement of thermal environment
We measured the thermal environment in Chise on Jan., 2012 and Chise with retrofit on Dec., 2012, respectively. We also measured the thermal environment in Toichise on Dec. 2013. The measurement of air temperature, humidity, surface temperature by thermo-viewer were conducted in each measurement. Also, we compared the thermal performance of each Chise by the results of the measurement of heating powers by using kerosene heater and air temperatures.
Result and Discussion
The thermal environments in each Chise on severe cold weather are poor. Especially, that in Chise was very poor.
The temperature at floor level was as same as outdoor temperature, because infiltration from the bottom area was huge. Then, the retrofit for Chise improve the thermal environment.
The comparison of the thermal environments indicates that the thermal performance of Toichise is better than Chise with retrofit. Especially, the air tightness of Toichise is better than retrofit Chise. those results indicate that 1. they, Ainu people used floor insulation by using cogon grasses, 2. they improved the air tightness by cover the bottom of the wall, 3. they were able to survive not only by the thermal performance of their dwelling but also by good clothes through severe winter. 
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